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1. Skills and Tools needed 

What are the basic requirements? 
 

The ability to nose around strange looking files, occasionally using a hex-editor   

 

The tools for the job 
 

Tools you will need for the NDS ROMs to extract the files you need 

NDS Header Tool v2.0 – handles file ripping and not much else 

–or- 

Crystal Tile v2.0 – handles file ripping, decompression and further inspection of files within the NDS 

ROM 

Tools you will need to convert the music after extracting it 

a) SSEQ / BNK files 

VGMTrans (v9.29.09) 

Awave Studio (v10.x by FMJ Software) and  

Open Modplug Tracker (OPT) 

b) STRM files 

 

STRM2WAV 

Audacity (or similar) - with the latest LAME .DLL installed to save them out as MP3 files. 
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2. Ripping the files from the NDS ROM  

NDS Header Tool 

 

This tool has been around sometime and it’s very rare that it’s let me down when extracting the useful 

files from within an NDS .ROM file. 

First off, you’ll need an unpacked NDS .ROM file to drag and drop onto the main window.   
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The above example shows that I’ve dragged & dropped ‘Spongebob SquarePants and Friends Unite!’ 

(OLL #321) onto NDS Header Tool. 

Click the ‘File System Info’ tab as that’s where the useful stuff will be displayed. 
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Note: The more files contained within the game will dictate how quick NDS Header Tool takes to display 

the file list. 

All the game data seems to be contained within a few files so looking for the audio data shouldn’t be too 

hard for most eyes.  This game uses three different files for the ambient sounds, the main game tunes 

and the sound FX.  As this is a music ripping tutorial, we’ll extract the SOUND_ARCHIVE_MUS.SDAT 

file. 

Click on the filename then click the ‘Extract Selected File’ button and save off the file to a handy 

location. 

Job done – read on further for what to do with the file now that you’ve extracted it. 
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Crystal Tile 
As with NDS Explorer above, launch Crystal Tile 2 and drag your NDS ROM onto the main area. 

It will initially show a display similar to the one below. 

 

Now press Ctrl & N to show the file list within the NDS ROM.  It’ll appear in a separate window on top of 

the hexadecimal dump. 
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Right click on the file you want to extract and click the Export option.  You can also extract the music 

directly from within the ROM file using Crystal Tile if you so wish but the ability to match up .SSEQ files 

with the matching .BNK file isn’t a (current) feature of Crystal Tile.  So, for now, I’d recommend you just 

extract the SOUND_ARCHIVE_MUS.SDAT file. 
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3. VGMTrans – extracting and converting the music 
 

 

This is the main (only) Windows-based tool that will convert the SSEQ & .BNK files that are inside an NDS 

game’s SOUND_DS.DAT file into a format that can then be converted using Awave Studio.  You’ll use this 

program more often than not, so you’ll need to get used to its many idiosyncrasies and crashes. 

Find the file you extracted from your game – again, I’ll be using the same Spongebob example that I 

extracted using NDS Explorer / Crystal Tile 2.
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Drag it onto the Scanned Files window in VGMTrans and the display will look something like: 

 

Some games will use an individual Instrument Set (.BNK file) to go with every tune (SSEQ file) but some, 

like the example above for Spongebob, use one instrument set for each and every tune.   

Unfortunately for this part of the ripping process, you’ll end up with one converted .DLS file for every 

music file you convert to .MIDI.  You can always remove the junk instruments on a tune-by-tune basis in 

Impulse Tracker later on in this tutorial. 

Because the way that VGMTrans handles the exporting of files, I’d recommend you set up a temporary 

file on your Windows desktop.  If you want to keep telling it where your destination folder exists every 

single time you extract a piece of music, then carry on and do it the hard way  

I’ve made a folder on my Windows desktop called ‘TEMP’ and I’ll rip all the music to this folder and then 

move them to the folder where I’ll keep all the music I’ve ripped (or in the process of ripping) 

afterwards. 
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Because there isn’t a ‘Extract all of these tunes and match up the relevant Instrument library with the 

Music sequence’ option – I find it quicker to re-arrange the window as per the screenshot below.  It’s 

just easier for me to work column by column instead of scrolling across lots of small rows. 

 

Preview the tunes that I want to rip – sometimes they are just Sound FX and sometimes they are minor 

jingles.  I’m only interested in the tunes personally, so that’s what I rip. 

You can see that, if you’re still using the Spongebob example, that there are 46 different pieces of music 

you can rip! 
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For each and every tune you want to rip, this is my method. 

1) Right-click and use the ‘Save as MIDI and DLS’ option which does the bulk of the donkey work 

for you – older versions of VGMTrans didn’t have this option! 

 
 

2) Select the TEMP folder that is on my desktop 

 

 
 

3) Click the OK button 

4) Repeat until all the files that you want are extracted. 

It is tedious but until a ‘bulk extract and convert to MIDI and DLS’ option is added, you’re stuck with this 

process. 
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Once you’ve ripped the tunes you want to convert, close VGMTrans.  It’ll more than likely crash.  Don’t 

worry about it as I’ve never yet had it *not* crash on me when I’ve closed the program down. 

Look inside the TEMP folder (you did create one earlier, didn’t you?) and hopefully all your tunes will be 

in there. 

 

 

What you do with these files is up to you.  So long as the program you import the .MID files into can also 

recognise the .DLS file for the instrument data, you can do what you want with them. 

For those of you who prefer the tunes in the old skool tracker format, then read on. 
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4. Converting the music to Impulse Tracker format via Awave Studio 

First - Awave Studio 
As far as I’m aware, there isn’t any other tool out there to bulk convert the .MID & .DLS files you 

converted previously using VGMTrans into a tracker format without going via another file format. 

This is where Awave Studio comes in to the rescue. 

 

Awave Studio will convert (in bulk) all of your music rips in one operation into the .RMI format.  Which is 

a file format that can be converted into Impulse Tracker files  
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Click on Tools then Batch Conversion Wizard to start the conversion process. 

 

Select the radio button for ‘Convert Midi songs’ and click Next. 

Drag and drop all the .MID files onto this window. 

Again, as per the rest of this tutorial, I’ll be using the files I ripped from the Spongebob game - yes, all 46 

of them! 
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Click Next> and select the .rmi RIFF-MIDI file w DLS level 1 instruments option from the File Format 

drop down box. 

 

I always save the .RMI files created into the same folder as the .MID & .DLS files, so I select the ‘Save in 

same directory as the source file’ checkbox. 

Click ‘Start>’. The following dialog will appear: 

 

Click the Yes button.  This will merge the pattern data in the .MID file with the instrument data in the 

.DLS file. 

Awave Studio will now convert all of the files you’ve requested into .RMI files.  These .RMI files are 

compatible with Impulse Tracker. 
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Occasionally the following message may appear: 

 

If it does, just click on OK. 

Once it’s finished, close down Awave Studio and launch Open MPT (which used to be called Mod Plug 

Tracker back in the old days) as that’s what we’ll be using to convert all of the .RMI files into .IT files 

(Impulse Tracker format). 
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Second – Open MPT (Open Modplug Tracker) 
This is the final step to getting your NDS music from the NDS into a tracker format – could be handy for 

those out there who like to do remixes of the music! 

So, in the previous section of this chapter, we had x number of .RMI files waiting to be converted into 

Impulse Tracker format via the Open MPT. 

Here’s the files I’m going to convert - yep, still using the 46 tunes from Spongebob – I’m a masochist for 

doing this lot but got to keep the flow going through the tutorial: 

 

Launch OpenMPT and select some (or all) of the .RMI files from the folder, then drag and drop them 

onto the OpenMPT window: 
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This next operation is another series of three steps that you repeat for each and every .RMI file that 

you’ve loaded. 

1. Click on the Edit > Cleanup > Cleanup Samples option. 

 

 
 

2. If there are any unused samples present in the song, you will be asked if you’re sure you want to 

do this, click Yes. 

 

 
 

3. Click the Save icon then close the music file. 

Repeat these three steps until you’ve converted all your tunes.  Once done, you can delete the .RMI files 

as they’re of no use to you now. 

The files will be saved in Impulse Tracker (.IT) format and, if there were any unused samples in the tune, 

they will have been removed from the .IT file created. 
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5. Example #1 – Stream data to .WAV 

Tools Used: Crystal Tile & STRM2WAV 

 

The example we’re going to tackle is an old game - 0655 - Elite Beat Agents (US) – but one I know will 

have lots of streamed music data inside. 

Load up Crystal Tile and open the ROM file –it should be 128MB in size.  Your screen will look like this: 

 

Not very interesting but this is only one of a myriad of options available within Crystal Tile. 

The function to show you the list of files inside the ROM is located under Tools > NDS File System (or 

press Ctrl & N).   
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I always maximise the window as best as I can so that I can see the full length of the filename and its 

size.  Unlike NDS Explorer, you can’t sort the file list order by the size of the file but it’s usually not 

difficult to spot the size of the music file in most games. 

 

Especially in this case when the sound_data.sdat is almost half the size of the entire ROM file  

To extract the file, simply right-click on it, then select the Export command.  I usually create a new folder 

for each game I’m going to investigate but that’s just me being tidy.  I sometimes extract a batch of 

sound_data.sdat files from various games and then go to work on the music ripping afterwards. 

However, with Crystal Tile, you can also dive straight inside the music data by selecting the 

sound_data.sdat file and pressing F2.  It’s down to you how you want to work this. 
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If you’ve ripped the music file out to your PC, then close the ROM file and open up the music file into 

Crystal Tile – OK, or press F2 if you didn’t close the ROM earlier - to get the list of all the individual files 

within the sound_data.sdat file displayed on your screen: 

 

As you can see, Elite Beat Agents has *lots* of STRM files to choose from.  I selected three .STRM files at 

random and right-clicked Export on them.  I picked the following three .STRM files:  

619-STRM_1708.STRM 

635-STRM_1806.STRM  

640-STRM_1902.STRM 

Pick whichever ones you want to play around with initially.  I’d avoid the smallest ones as they’re – more 

than likely – the sound effects or very small snippets of music.  
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It’d be nice if Crystal Tile had an option to ‘extract the lot’ but it doesn’t.  Each time I try, it fails.  All I 

ever get is the following error dialog: 

 

Maybe something that will be fixed in the next version of Crystal Tile? 

Converting .STRM to .WAV 

First you’ll need to copy the STRM2WAV.EXE file into the folder where you’ve extracted the .STRM files. 

I use a simple For ... Next type loop under the command line to go through every .STRM file and convert 

it to a .WAV file. 

for %f in (*.strm) do strm2wav %f 

So, I open up a DOS window in the same folder where I’ve extracted the .STRM files (I installed the 

Windows ‘Open Command Window here’ add-on years ago and still find it useful to this day) and I paste 

in the above command: 
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Pressing Enter starts this utility off and, depending on how many .STRM files you exported in the steps 

above, you’ll see STRM2WAV go through all of the .STRM files and convert them into .WAV files. 

 

If you want to be tidy, you can do DEL *.STRM from the same window as you won’t need these files 

any more. 

In the above example, I extracted three .STRM files from inside the music archive of Elite Beat Agents 

and converted them to .WAV files. 

Double-clicking on each one plays them back - using whatever you’ve associated with .WAV files under 

Windows.  Unfortunately the examples I picked were quite bad: 

1) bits of Michael Jackson (619-STRM_1708.STRM) 

2) some dance tune / one-hit-wonder from the 90s (635-STRM_1806.STRM) - which I really 

should know the title of! 

3) the intro to Let’s Dance by David Bowie (640-STRM_1902.STRM) 

But they’re ripped, converted and it’s up to you to use them as you see fit. Maybe as a ringtone for your 

mobile phone or maybe do a remix, or just convert them to .MP3 files to stick on your favourite music 

player.  The choice is yours! 

Don’t forget that other games might have the full music (e.g. Ages of Empire, Moto  Racer DS) stored in 

.STRM files and this would mean a lot less files to extract and convert.  I used Easy Beat Agents as an 

example because I know there would be lots of .STRM files! 

Now grab a .ROM, either the same one I’ve used to practice on, or a completely different one and go for 

a look around and see what you can find! 
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